3,5 NJ (Nenad Jelisic) Points
Robert Jonasson, NJ Wines
(janvier 2016)

Médaille de bronze
Wegwijs
91
Andreas Larsson, Tasted
(Décembre 2013)

Sweet and spicy nose with some woody notes, mocha, red and dark berries. The palate is
well rounded with a supple texture, good freshness, raspberry and blackberry flavours, fresh
and long finish, well balanced with good drinkability.

90
Markus del Monego MW, Tasted
(Décembre 2013)

Dark purple red with violet hue and almost black centre. Firm structure on the nose, discreet
berry fruit, spicy notes ans slightly pyrotechnical flavor. On the palate well structured with
good weight and length.

87
Andreas Larsson
(Mars 2013)

Medium deep, ruby. Attractive nose, lightly roasted with some new oak, sweet berries and
spice. The palate is quite full with ripe fruit balanced by high level of freshness; young firm
tannin and fairly long finish; slightly tight; should be aged for another year.

91
Andreas Larsson, Tasted Blind – Salon Vinexpo, Bordeaux
2015
(Juin 2015)
Sweet and spicy nose with some woody notes, mocha, red and dark berries. The palate is
well rounded with a supple texture, good freshness, raspberry and blackberry flavours, fresh
and long finish, well balanced with good drinkability.

90
Markus del Monego MW, Tasted – Salon Vinexpo, Bordeaux
2015
(Juin 2015)

Dark purple red with violet hue and almost black centre. Firm structure on the nose, discreet
berry fruit, spicy notes and slightly pyrotechnical flavor. On the palate well structured with
good weight and length.

15/20 - Coup de Cœur
Pierre Guigui, Gault & Millau – Bu et Approuvé
(Décembre 2013)

Le nez est joliment expressif sur des arômes de fruits rouges, de grillé, d’épices. La bouche
est complexe, aromatique, avec une belle fraîcheur et un boisé élégant. Longue finale
gourmande.

89
Andreas Larsson, Tasted
(Mars 2013)
Medium deep, ruby. Attractive nose .lightly roasted with some new oak, sweet berries and
spice. The palate is quite full with ripe fruit balanced by high level of freshness, young firm
tannin and fairly long finish, slightly tight, should be aged for another year.

89
Markus del Monego MW, Tasted
(Mars 2013)
Dark, purple red with violet hue and almost black center. Clean nose with excellent oak
flavor, vanilla and toast, slightly smoky, backed by juicy fruit. On the palate well balanced
with medium weight and rather good length.

87
Gilbert et Gaillard
(2014)

Robe rouge vif, concentration moyenne. Nez où dominant des accents boisés torréfiés.
Même constat en bouche où ce sont surtout les arômes de chêne qui s’expriment. Un style
un peu exotique qui a ses amateurs. (dégusté le 18/12/2012).

89
Andreas Larsson, Tasted
(Mars 2013)

Medium deep, ruby. Attractive nose, lightly roasted with some new oak, sweet berries and
spice. The palate is quite full with ripe fruit balanced by high level of freshness; young firm
tannin and fairly long finish; slightly tight; should be aged for another year.

89
Markus del Monego MW, Tasted
(Mars 2013)

Dark purple red with violet hue and almost black centre. Clean nose with excellent oak
flavor, vanilla and toast

91
Andreas Larsson, Tasted
(Mars 2016)

Medium deep ruby-red colour. Still with a slight youthful hint of purple at the core. Modern
nose here, with some roasted oak. Quite ripe fruit. Mostly dark plum, dark cherry. Slight hint
of leather, dried spices. Good grip on the palate. Quite concentrated fruit. Good density of
fruit, good weight. I would say the texture is already fairly rounded. There is tannic grip but
well-integrated right now. Still a quite youthful and fresh acidity. Oak feels less marked on
the palate than on the nose. There are some hints of roasted coffee bean, hint of vanilla on
the finish. Quite long and substantial finish. I would say, a modern style wine. That offers
pleasure already, but it should easily have five to eight year, if not more potential for
development

